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Serials Management Systems: 
Optimizing Full-Text Control and Access

May 6, 2002

Over 80 staff members from many MINITEX libraries attended  “Serials Management Systems: 
Optimizing Full-Text Control and Access,” a conference sponsored by MINITEX at the Earle Brown Center 

on the St. Paul Campus, University of Minnesota. The event was coordinated by Angi Faiks, MINITEX
Electronic Resources Librarian. She kicked off the morning session with an overview of the present serials 
management environment (excerpts follow), providing a perfect segue into product presentations by three 

major serials management vendors: JournalWebCite, SerialsSolutions and TDNet. Afternoon sessions 
included presentations by three librarians who have implemented serials management products. The day 

wrapped up with attendee questions posed to a panel made up of both the vendors and librarians.
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Strategic Tools for Library Leadership
MINITEX Directors’ Workshop

May 17, 2002

Staff of MINITEX participating libraries and all libraries should seek to understand all aspects of 
the information industry, to consider themselves content providers, to identify their users’ needs, and 

to work consistently and strategically to meet those needs as well as the other challenges confronting them
today.  This was the message presented during a MINITEX-sponsored workshop attended by directors of 
academic, public, and special libraries from Minnesota, North Dakota, and South Dakota at the Radisson

Conference Center in Plymouth, MN, on May 17.

Leigh Watson Healy, Vice President & Chief Analyst for Outsell, presented the workshop,
which included a preview of results of a newly completed study of 3,200 information users at 

major colleges and universities.  The study was carried out by the Digital Library Foundation (DLF) 
and Outsell, Inc., with support from the Mellon Foundation.  (The study is expected to be published on the

Council of Libraries and Information Resources website — http://www.clir.org — by the end of the summer.)
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Serials Management Systems: 
Optimizing Full-Text Control and Access

May 6, 2002

Introductory Remarks, Angi Faiks, Electronic Resources Librarian, MINITEX (excerpted)
Why we are here:
Each year libraries spend incredible sums to gain access to full-text online for their users.  We consume a great deal
of our time and resources identifying, evaluating, licensing, and providing access to and support for online
resources.  These products have changed the way we all do our work. Collection development and acquisitions
librarians strive to figure out how to acquire these resources and to still maintain their valuable print collections.
They also decipher, authorize and maintain complicated licenses.  Reference librarians continually keep abreast of
new products, remain flexible as the products change, and repeatedly instruct patrons on how to find and use these
resources.  Web and technical staff find ways to integrate these products into our web pages and systems. Catalogers
investigate ways to insure that access is provided to these resources and the titles within. Many of you wear several
of these hats and, therefore, have multiple of these responsibilities. None of these tasks is easy, but we do them
because of the added value, convenience and enhanced research capabilities they provide to our users—a worthy
cause indeed.

The issue:
Today we will be discussing one facet of the many issues presented by online resources, and that is…optimizing
access and control of the resources to which we subscribe, specifically e-journals or serials.  In my previous job as a
reference librarian, I can recall countless times that a patron would come up and ask whether the library had a par-
ticular journal and having to search the catalog and numerous full-text aggregators to provide an answer with some
degree of certainty.  Yet, I never felt 100% certain when I did not find something that we indeed did not have it.  The
greater number of resources at hand, the greater degree of uncertainty.  And, the names of various full-text indexes
aren’t usually much help.  Is it intuitive, for example, that ABI/Inform full-text contains a title called Frozen Food
Age?  Even if you knew that ABI was a business database, would you choose it to find this title? Even if a reference
librarian might, would a patron or interlibrary loan staff? Do you know that Lexis-Nexis Academic Universe has the
full-text of Textile World and Thinking Out Loud: Policies Toward Iraq or that GALE’s Infotrac has the Information
Superhighways Newsletter?   Probably not. Why would you?

Aggregator databases like the ones mentioned are, in some ways, a real blessing for libraries: they save time in
selection and individual title licensing.  They also seem to give us more bang for our full-text buck.  But, they are
also large and complex black holes, if you will, filled with content that we both need and don’t need, know and don’t
know about.  As stated earlier, we all work hard on our contributions to growing, maintaining and supporting our
online resources, but I think it is safe to say that most of us do not have a clear picture of exactly which titles we do
have access to via our various subscriptions.  We know full well how buried some of our online content is and if we
as librarians and library staff have trouble finding it, we cannot expect that our users will.  Thankfully, many will
ask for assistance; unfortunately many more will not. 

Various attempts to address this issue:
So, what can be done to help us reveal and optimize the content we already have?  Instead of asking ourselves how
can we get more full-text, librarians are asking how can we make the most of what we’ve already paid for?  Some
say that the quality of a collection is not only content, but also accessibility of that content.  There are several
approaches that can be taken and also several products coming to market to help leverage discovery and use of full-
text.  We hear a lot these days about products like SFX, which are actually rather different than what we will be talk-
ing about today. Linking products like SFX are more complements than competitors to serials management systems.
SFX-like products begin at the citation level to link users to multiple options of which full-text is only one.  They
answer the question, “I found this citation in this index, what options, including full-text, are available to me?”
They don’t focus on answering the question:  Does the library own a particular journal?  
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To address this second question, libraries have taken a variety of approaches.  Perhaps the simplest of these is to
provide links to vendor title lists from a library web site.  While taking minimal effort, this unintegrated approach
requires that patrons check several lists to see if the title they are seeking is available.  Even if the trouble is taken to
merge title lists, users still have to do a great deal of browsing to find their title.  Search capabilities are not always
offered in these listings, direct links to full-text are not necessarily available and ongoing maintenance is required.

On the other end of the spectrum, perhaps the most demanding approach is to integrate records for online serials
into the catalog.  To many, this is the ideal answer: to have the catalog reflect the definitive holdings of the library
for one stop searching.  While this task is not as daunting for products like JSTOR or Project Muse, which are data-
bases made up of discrete journal titles, it seems almost impossible for huge full-text journal aggregators like Lexis-
Nexis Academic Universe, Gale’s Infotrac, or ProQuest’s Periodical Abstracts.  As we know, the titles offered in
these large packages change, URLs change, and subscriptions change.   Not only would you be cataloging thousand
of titles, the titles are subject to fluctuation and even disappearance and, therefore, constant maintenance.  Even if
you advocate the catalog as the sole library portal, you may not, in reality, be able to face the time and risks
involved in such an endeavor.  

An approach somewhere in the middle of these two extremes is to create a homegrown database for electronic seri-
als.  This would be a ‘mini catalog’, if you will, of all e-journal titles owned, whether as a unique title purchased
from the publisher or as part of an aggregated bundle of titles.  Put in database format, such fields as title, publish-
er, perhaps ISSN, and even subject (if assigned) can be searched.  Holdings would be displayed, which is particular-
ly important if you have the same title from different vendors covering different date ranges.  Links to the full-text
content can be added.  Print holdings can even be integrated into the database if so desired. Creating such a data-
base requires someone who can design and implement the structure, download data from the vendors, display the
data in a useful ways to patrons on the web, and, then, continually update and maintain the data, preferably all in an
automated way.  While there have been many successful implementations of such homegrown databases in our
region and across the country, it may not be a feasible project for all libraries, especially if you don’t have the staff
time and expertise to do it.  

Our focus:
Today we will focus on three products that offer other ways for your library to answer the question Do we own this
in full-text?   These are not the only three of such products available, but I think it is safe to say that they are the
most established products in the market.  These journal or serials management systems provide a one-stop access
point for all e-journals to which the library subscribes either as a single title or a title as part of an aggregator.
Librarians seem to like these because they don’t have to do the work to create or maintain a solution to tracking
their online holdings.  Publishers and database providers like them because they increase usage of titles and/or
databases.   Users like them because they provide something they often ask for “a list of every online journal that
the library has.”  Today, we will learn how three different products work to help expose your full-text in a variety of
ways and with various bells and whistles included.  

Who benefits?
Before moving on to our speakers, I want to address briefly the question of who benefits from the purchase of prod-
ucts like the ones we will learn about today.  I don’t want to go into too much detail answering the question of whom
and how because I am certain that will be revealed in the presentations.  But, we can address it broadly so you can
think about these products in terms of your responsibilities.  Besides the user and reference staff, who benefits from
acquiring a systems that answers “what do we really have in full-text?”  Certainly, collection development and
acquisition since when deciding what else to purchase, they first have to answer what do we have already?  How
about IT?  Yes, if they save them time of creating local systems and web pages to address the problem.  Catalogers?
Of course, since these systems can help create access points to this difficult to catalog material.  They impact interli-
brary loan dramatically; if both library users and ILL staff have an easy-to use tool to uncover content hidden in
resources that neither knew they had, ILL transactions should decrease.  And what about library administration?
Sure, besides saving staff time and resources, bringing buried titles to the surface certainly exposes the richness and
depth of an individual library’s collection, which is a great way to promote the strength of the library.
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Product Highlights from each vendor:

JournalWebCite (JWC) – Ben Adams and Mark Glynn
• JWC offers two products for different budgets – JournalList - Standard and JournalList – Lite.
• Strong reporting features (title overlap report, database overlap report, cost analysis report, usage statistics report)
• Can be operated in any network environment
• Will soon be offering full MARC records for each title
• Uses a subject scheme to classify titles, currently 20 broad subject headings, but moving towards LC classifications
• Relies on vendor data for holdings accuracy
• Pricing structure for academic libraries is based on FTE and, for public libraries, on population served.
• Print holdings can be integrated into the list for no additional fee.
• For more information, visit http://www.minitex.umn.edu/cpers/JWC/

SerialsSolutions (SS) – Chris Pierard
• Data is updated monthly.
• Print, microfilm, and individual e-journal holdings can be integrated into the list.
• Links point to the journal level whenever the URL is stable.  If it is not, the link points to the database’s search 

screen.
• The software is hosted on the library’s server, resulting in faster load times and easy customization.  However, SS

will host the software if necessary.
• Full MARC Records are coming soon.
• For more information, visit http://www.minitex.umn.edu/cpers/sersol/

TDNet – David Fritsch
• Updated weekly
• Provides the current tables of contents as they become available
• Statistics Reports Generator
• Searching current table of contents (on the local server)
• Current awareness profiles, which are free to everyone within purchasing organizations
• E-mail alerts when new issues are downloaded
• Building a national/regional or inter-organizational site for combined collections
• Integration within OPACs, local catalogs and library automation systems
• Consortial feature allowing libraries to view holdings of selected other libraries
• Pricing is based on the number of unique titles that a library holds and on the pieces of functionality that a 

library selects.
• For more information, visit http://www.minitex.umn.edu/cpers/tdnet/

Highlights of Library Experiences Using Serials Management Products
Donald Root, Assistant Chief Collection Development Office, Free Library of Philadelphia
JournalWebCite
• They used JWC on the remote host (at JWC) instead of using their own library server in order to avoid using their

IT department.
• They like the ability to add notes that only library staff could see.
• They like the database overlap reporting feature.
• JWC is compatible with JAWS (voice activated software) for the visually impaired.

http://www.minitex.umn.edu/cpers/JWC/
http://www.minitex.umn.edu/cpers/sersol/
http://www.minitex.umn.edu/cpers/tdnet/
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Allison Mays, Acquisitions and Serials Librarian, Millsaps College
SerialsSolutions
• They liked the up-front pricing.
• Easy to get started – very little work on their part.
• Print titles could be added at no extra cost.
• Their students and staff love the printed report.
• ILL staff find it helpful.
• Catalogers are relieved that the pressure is off to catalog e-journals.
• Usage of online journals has increased.
• Fabulous customer service.

Greg Szczyrbak, Reference Librarian, York College of Pennsylvania
TDNet Journal Management System
• They like the MyTDNet and Table of Contents features, which are unique to TDNet.
• TDNet provided two training sessions – one for staff and one for college faculty.
• Faculty are finding the service very useful, especially the MyTDNet profiles.
• Usage is directly related to hands-on instruction.
• All data updates are performed by TDNet.
• York’s service includes all of their print and electronic full-text holdings.
• York takes advantage of being able to host their service on the TDNet server.

If you have questions about any of the serials management products, including MINITEX pricing and order informa-
tion, please contact Angi Faiks (612-624-2925, 800-462-5348, faik001@umn.edu)/. 

Karen Docherty, MINITEX Electronic Resources Librarian
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Strategic Tools for Library Leadership
MINITEX Directors’ Workshop

May 17, 2002

Bill DeJohn welcomed workshop participants explaining that he had sought to have directors of various types of
libraries included among the attendees because he thought the presentation would be relevant for all libraries.  He
noted that he had been following Outsell’s work and that MINITEX has a subscription to Outsell, Inc., services.
Staff of MINITEX libraries have found Outsell’s weekly newsletter useful and challenging, and DeJohn encouraged
staff of MINITEX participating libraries who are interested in receiving the weekly newsletter to contact him (612-
624-4002. 800-462-5348, 
w-dejo@umn.edu).

Preparing for the workshop’s primary presentation, he asked his audience to examine their usual frames of reference
and be open to incorporating appropriate business sector strategies into their personal toolboxes.

“STRATEGIC TOOLS FOR LIBRARY LEADERSHIP”

Healy began by explaining that her objectives were:

• To provide analysis of current information environment that is impacting patterns of library use.
• To enable participants to:

–  Use a market based approach to planning and providing information services.
–  Bridge information pro[fessional], planning, and marketing roles.
–  Apply business planning and marketing techniques and models.

She asked her audience to consider the impact that the information she would provide could have for their planning
of their libraries’ services and their relationships with their users.

Describing the state of the information industry, Healy noted its complexity and offered that visual depictions of
relationships between content providers, intermediaries (like libraries), and information users can look like “content
spaghetti” with lines and arrows connecting print and electronic publishers and content creators with as many as four
levels of secondary publishers, syndicators, aggregators, libraries, and other “infomediaries” before their information
products reach the user.  She explained that Outsell draws its data from analysis of information from 3,000 vendors,
more than 400 product evaluations, performance benchmarks, and contacts with 23,000 end users.

She said Outsell has seen contraction in the information sector over the past two years with mergers, reduced
amounts of available capital, and reduced spending making for fewer players and greater integration.  She pointed
out that many of the library directors in the room probably operated larger enterprises in terms of their total budget
than many of the information vendors with which they do business.  

In Outsell’s opinion:
•  Users and decisions drive value
•  Value drives packaging
•  Packaging drives price
•  Price drives placement
•  Fee and Free – No difference in quality [meaning that users do not see a difference in quality between the two]
•  Fee and Free – Difference in depth, feature, functionality, service. . . .relevance for the use

DLF/Outsell Study:  “Voice of the User:  Where Students and Faculty Go for Information”
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Healy said research among users is needed:

• To help libraries and universities plan information services and technologies focused on 
explicit needs of faculty and students.

• To encourage the Information Industry to create better information products for the education market 
based on increased knowledge of users’ needs.

Describing the DLF/Outsell study, Healy said the objectives included learning “how faculty and students use infor-
mation to support their research, teaching, and learning functions” and “where academic information users prefer to
find and use information.”  The study also sought to:

• Compare information use, preferences, and behaviors between students and faculty at different levels, in 
different institution types, and across disciplines.

• Discern how they [information users] perceive and use libraries as part of their overall information 
environment.

• Explore issues such as Internet usage, problems and barriers, and unmet needs.

To carry out the study, researchers talked with faculty members, graduate students, and undergraduates in the fields
of arts and humanities, biological sciences, business, engineering, law, physical sciences/math, and social sciences at
450 public and private doctoral and research universities, liberal arts colleges, and medical schools.  

Describing “the state of the academic end user, ” Healy said the study found:

• Institution type and the functional role of the user drive striking differences in information habits and user
preferences.

• Self-sufficiency is the academic information work paradigm.
• Users trust the library, but the Internet wins for daily information use.
• Print is still [the] preferred format for using content, but users want to find it online.
• Fee-based content [is] losing its value-add[ed] edge.

One set of findings in this topic area generated considerable discussion among workshop participants:  the finding
that 43% of information users’ time was spent in “gathering, looking for information” and 57% was spent “apply-
ing/analyzing” the information.  Speaking from Outsell’s point-of-view, Healy characterized the 43% “gathering”
time as “non-productive” and asked whether users were “spinning” (spending undue amounts of time looking for
information but not finding it).  Workshop participants, on the other hand, questioned whether part of the goal of
academic information users is, indeed, seeking information – learning how to find the information they need or, in
other words, improving their information literacy.  From either point-of-view, the statistics could be used to show the
importance of information discovery aids.

Key findings concerning information use habits and preferences included:

• Reference, scientific/technical, and news are the top three information 
• To find information, everyone goes online first

– Next, faculty turn to print before asking for personal assistance.
– Students prefer to ask for help before going to print resources.

• Students’ and faculty research and coursework needs are met by online information more than half 
the time.
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Key findings concerning perceptions of the current information environment included:
• Nearly all users have a high degree of trust in library-deployed information resources.
• The Internet receives high marks as resource for daily information use, but most users don’t trust it with

out additional verification. [Healy said the study’s questions had not differentiated between library
websites/other library-maintained resources and non-library information sites when asking subjects which 
World Wide Web sites they used.]

• Most faculty/grads use free content for teaching/research, but believe fee-based information is of higher 
quality.

• Top information problems:  having enough time, knowing what’s available, and having access to all
information from one place.

Healy reported that Outsell had drawn the following preliminary conclusions concerning what academic information 
users want:

• Highly relevant information access at the point of need.
• Self-serve online environment with high touch support.
• Access to the library for printed books, manuscripts, primary sources and other elusive materials.
• Humanists need access to physical collections and are under served in the online environment.
• Engineers and scientists want anytime anywhere access to online information and are finding more 

needs met on the Internet.

Workshop participants discussed the study’s findings to identify ways they could be used to help plan library servic-
es.  Healy reminded her listeners that more detailed analysis of the study would be available later this summer and
said funding would be sought to do a separate study of community colleges and other institutions not included in this
initial study. 

“Marketing 201 – Our Industry is Growing Up”

Healy then moved into her discussion of examining the present, working to identify trends, and working to build a
desired future.  Or, as she put it:  “What would your users say is your goal?  What would they say about where you
should be going?”  She discussed various strategies and tools that library leaders and staff can use to learn about
where their libraries are today and how current reality can relate to “the ideal future.”

Discussing strategic assessment, she suggested that librarians view it as “a context for planning services and prod-
ucts. . . .How big is the gap [between the current situation and the desired future]?  How realistic is the goal?  Will
your current course get you to your vision?”  The benefits of strategic assessment can include:

• To refocus key stakeholders on the organization’s purpose.
• To stimulate future-oriented thinking based on a shared sense of mission.
• To guide organizational redesign. 
• To conduct analysis of current state.
• To focus senior management on core requirements of running a successful organization.
• To set business goals as context for successful product planning.

Strategic assessment can help library leaders align their planning with the strategy of their parent institution by help-
ing them to understand the institution’s strategy more completely.  
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Healy argued that marketing its services is critical to the success of any enterprise, citing the quotation:

‘Marketing is really a philosophy that should be at the core of any business.  From a textbook point of view, it
is having the right product at the right price at the right time for the right customers.  .  . .Above all, market-
ing is about serving.  When organizations truly care about fulfilling a need in the marketplace, marketing
becomes the vehicle and the process to accomplish their vision..’

She urged her audience to “think like a content vendor” and to consider all the possible information products and
delivery systems that can be provided for library users.   Providing effective information about those resources to the
library’s users (i.e., marketing) should be considered an important part of the library’s operational strategy.

Healy offered a tool, the Information Product Development Life Cycle (IPDL), that can provide a structure for devel-
opment, roll out, and evaluation of library and information services:

• Stage 1 – Identify target market.  Test information product concept.
• Stage 2 – Develop and test information services prototype.
• Stage 3 – Sell, market and produce information service offering.
• Stage 4 – Sustain profitable product and build customer loyalty.

From a marketing point-of-view, these stages include:

• Stage 1 – Target market assessment, Competitive assessment, Product concept testing
• Stage 2 – Competitive product evaluation, Prototype & usability testing, Market field tests, Final product 

specs & design, Go-to-Market plan
• Stage 3 – Implement marketing plan, Marketing communication
• Stage 4 – Continuous market evaluation, Customer satisfaction & loyalty measurement, Functional 

benchmarking, Product revisions recommendations [which Healy characterized as “looking back over your 
shoulder]

Workshop participants commented that they have extended library hours and made other changes based upon sur-
veys and other assessments of their users’ needs.  They also discussed marketing efforts they have conducted ranging
from working with individual faculty members to make them aware of what the library had to offer, to using money
from fines to support contests and exhibits in the library, to providing information for their parent agency’s newslet-
ter, to targeting student library workers for training and services with the goal of having them provide information
and encouragement for other students to use the library.

Discussing Stage 4, Healey suggested the factors in reviewing ongoing product performance

1. Brand awareness and image perception
2. Continuous market improvement – loyalty study
3. Product and process satisfaction [Juxtaposing product satisfaction and loyalty may be important as you 

may have satisfied users – who are not loyal and would move to other product providers if they 
considered it to their advantage.]

4. ROI [Return on Investment] measurement
5. Functional benchmarking [such as comparing your product/service to those of your peer group]
6. Sales and channel feedback
7. Readiness assessment [ask yourself, how ready are we to meet the tough challenges?]
8. Product revision recommendations.



Using Outsell’s in-house review process as a case study of loyalty and performance measurement, Healy highlighted:

Loyalty Index
• Likelihood to continue using or renew the product or service.
• Likelihood to recommend the product or service to others.

Analysis
• First level:  Determine which of the product and process areas drive overall quality.
• Second level:  Uses the overall quality finding and the awareness and image perceptions, 

and looks at the relationship theses have with the ROI/ROE [Return on Investment/Return on Effort] and
overall value.

• Third level:  Measures use and recommendation of service.

Healy concluded by challenging her audience to consider what libraries and library staffs should be. “What changes
should we be making?. . . .Remember, you are the CEOs of key parts of your institution.”

Cecelia Boone, 
MINITEX Asst. to the Dir. For MULS & Communication
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